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THE KING IS DEAD, LONG LIFETOTHE KING

MAJESTY
FOR THE REALM

Marc André follows the success of his
"Splendor"with this new game where you
should acquire cards in order to get the
best"combos"at the end of the game. lt is
easy enough to be explained and learned
in a few minutes with the"simple"version,
but bitter and competitive if played with
the advanced rules. lts length (around 30
minutes) is perfect to start a long evening
with a short game or to make ... revenge
play more than once.

row: if you look look at Picture 2 you may
note that on the bottom left of the cards
is printed the letter "B'l for use in the ad-
vanced game. Side î" of the buildings is

usually played in a family game or with
children.

As you see, every card has a "NAME" (on

top, printed on a wooden board) a "CO-

LOUR" (orange, grey, violet, light blue, red,
green, yellow and brown: you have them

nus/malus (VP gained or lost, etc.) a num-
ber from 1 to 8 (for the initial set up) and
another that tells you how many VP you
will get at the end if you have the major-
ity of the appropriate personalities under
that card.

Let me make a couple of examples: the first
card on top left (nr.l B) is the Mill and gives
2 VP for each miller that will be acquired:
at the same time each player that owns at
least one miller will get a fixed amount of 3
VP: if you have the majority in millers at the
end of the game you will receive 14VP.The
last card (bottom right) is the Brewery and
will assign a new worker for every miller +
brewer on your side: if you already have at
least a personality in the Tavern (yellow)

and Castle (violet) you will also get 10 VP

Picture I shows all the components: 4
series of 8 "building" cards (one for each
player), two deck
of smaller cards
(the Personalities),
a handful of white
wood meeples, and
70 tokens in differ-
ent values (1-2-10-

50-100) to be used
as Victory Points
(VP). All those com-
ponents are strong
and easy to use:
probably it should
be better to pro-
tect the cards with
transparent sleeves

as they are manipu-
lated a lot.

The players lay on
the table their 8
"building" cards in

order and in a single

in this order on the picture), a drawing that
shows the "picture" of the building, a bo-

extra. And at the game's end the majority
in the Brewery will assign I 2VP.
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The personality cards come in two differ-
ent decks (named "1 "and "2"); you first mix
deck 2 and you place it on the table. Then
deck 1 is formed (the number of its cards

depend on the number of players), mixed
and superposed to deck 2. Then SIX cards

are turned and placed in a row near the
deck.

Every player now receives a "workers"card
and 5 meeples: the card with the red flag
determine the First Player. Finally, the re-

maining meeples and the VP tokens are
placed in the middle of the table, easy to
reach for every player.
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A nice gone for ployerc of oll oge, easy to teoch ond

short to play, but with i ntercsting conbi notions to

reolize,

We are ready to start, and the table willap-
pear as in picture 4

On his turn, the player MUST take one of
the six exposed personality cards, plac-

ing it under the related building. The first
card on the left of the row is always "free'i

but if you wish to take another card you

must place one worker on each preced-

ing one: taking the third card, for example,
will cost you TWO meeples, one each on
the first and second. One you placed your
new card under the related building you
take its bonus (if any) and then you move
leftwards the remaining cards in the row
before filling the gap with a new one from
the deck.

Some cards show two personalities and
you decide which one you will use: once
decided you cannot change that deci-
sion anymore. lf you can take those "dou-

ble" cards you surely gain in flexibility, of
course, and you avoid giving this advan-
tage to your opponents. Note that you
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may add as many personalities as you wish
under each building, and this means that
you will have increasing bonus and a bet-
ter chance to obtain a majority at the end
of the game, too.

But the rules also state that you may be

rewarded with extra VP if you place cards

under the maximum number of buildings:
with five buildings, for example, you will
get 5x5 = 25 VP; with 6 buildings 6x6 = 36

VP, and so on. Therefore, the most used

strategy (at least during our tests) was to
try to place one card under all the seven

buildings in the first half of the game, then
try to reinforce some of them to get a ma-
jority there.

Building Nr. 8 is the lnfirmary (grey) and is

not used like the other: here the "wound-
ed" personalities (see below) will be dis-
placed during the game, waiting to be

treated: every card here at the end of the
game will cost you 2 VP and if you have

the ... majority you will also lose an extra
'r 0 vP.

Even if the Realm is quite calm, in general,

it may happen that some of the pretend-

ers become aggressive: in game terms this
means that every Knight placed under the
Barrack (red building) will immediately at-
tack all the other players with an ATTACK

STRENGHT equal to the total number of
knights in that barrack. The opponents
must compare this attack to their DEFENSE

STRENGHT (the number of Guards that
they have under their tower). lf the Attack
Strength is higher the player will lose the
leftmost card (wounded) and must move
it to the lnfirmary; usually Miller or Brewer.

lf the attack is equal or lower the nothing
happens.

This means that it is often necessary to try
to get 1 -2 Guards in the first phases of the
game, just to avoid problems ...
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STRUCTURE

Each game reviewalsofeatures an evaluatlon whjch can
help you tofind the game that best sujts yourtastes.The

coloraccompanying each gametitle represents the USER

GroupThe headline also contains iconsfor age and number
of players.

The BAR in theevaluation box displays colorcodesfol upto
l0features ofa game.

USERGROUP
We have defined 4target groups (color accompanying the
head line)

u irils ,

Games forchildren an educational games. Adults can play

in a guidingfunction.
Ènmilii+r:
Children and parents playtogethet all have the same

chance towin and havefun.
Freunde:

Young people and adults playtogether as equals
ExpeÉen:
Games with special demandson rules and plalng time.

Especially for game geels

Please note for the user grcups Children, Family and
Friends:Children who loveto play can beahead oftheir
peers! Please note that our target group,families"does not
!mply the classical concept of"family games"! Furthermore,
our user groups can oveflap.The choice ofsuitable games

always depends on your playing partners and yourfun
with games!

Games that are esp<ially eligiblefor Solo play orfor 2 play-
ero or Large gmups ofplayers are marked with an icon.

FEATURES

Each game targets preferences fordifferentfeatures in a

player, therefore each game is not suitablefor each player

We have listed l0features players notewhen deciding
on a game. Only ifa playerfinds his prefened features in
a game hewill enjoythegame.The colorcode mark the
dominantfeatures- Eductional games train the highlighted
preference.

Empty boxes:Thisfeature is neclectable or not present

One colored box:Thisfeature is present, but notessential

Two colored boxes:This feature is present and important
in the game
Three colored boxes:This feature is dominant and esrential

IChance:
The game is influenced by dice, cards or any otherform of
random generator

lTactics:
Take decision,short-term planning, planning based on
one move
IStrategy:
'tlinkahead, long-term planning, planning for rveral
moves
lcreativity:
Ihe player hasto providewordl phrases, images and other
creatìw efforts

Cultural and educational knowledge, long-term memory
iiì:rr\:r i,ri!
Remember,learn by heart, short-time memory

lCommunication:
Talkto each other, negotiate, inform
I lnteraction:
lnfl uencing each other, bluffi ng, auction

Motorskills
lAction:
Body movement, balance and reaction

ADDITIONAT INFORMATION
vers:on:The edition ofthe game on which the review is

based

Rutes:lhis lists the languages in which rules are available or

are included in the game, often even moretranslations can

be found on the web.
ln{ametext:AYES marlG a gamewith language-

dependent components that cannot be played without
translation or knowledge ofthe language
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To treat the wounded personalities, you
need to place a Witch in the cottage: every
card here will give you 3 VP and will treat a

wounded, that will come back under the
related building.

The game ends when all the players have
12 personality cards under their buildings:
you add now the VP for each majority and
subtract those for the Lazaretto cards. The
higher score wins the game and the own-
er will surely become King.

As we have seen Majesty:fforffheffiealm is

nota complexgameand may be explained
to a wide number of players without hav-
ing to read long rules. The box states that
the game is also for children from 7 years
on and I agree with this information: we
tested it in a table with only children and
after a first game to learn rules and me-
chanics they were quite interested. Of
course, initially they played mostly to at-
tack the opponents with the Knights, but
in second game they already changed
strategy and searched for the best com-
binations of cards. Anyway, if you wish to
play with children I always suggest start-
ing with theî"side because the'tombos"
are easier to memorize and resolve

A few suggestions: during the game try to
place at least one personality per building
because if you succeed you will get 49 VP

at the game's end &ot bad at all ffiThen

try to have the majority in at least 2-3
buildings &4-30 VPi as it is very unlikely
to succeed to get more than then WHILE

having also a personality in every building.

Possibly take a Guard on the first couple
of turns $ust to be safe is someone else
will attach with a Knighti and eventually
a second one if you feel that one of the
opponents will try an aggressive strategy.
Losing too often a personality because
of the knights is a loss of time &o recover
them from the lnfirmaryi and will reduce
your chances to proceed with your initial
strategy or to get majorities.

Of course, the opposite is also valid: if you
have to possibility to get a Knight in the
first couple of turns take it: there are only
two of them in the deck "l " 8out seven on
deck "2î and if they appear early you may
give a very hard "lesson" to all your oppo-
nent.

ln short: a very nice game for everybody,
"bitter"enough &nainly with the advanced
versionî also for expert players. M
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